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Proposal Overview- this includes a description and index of work
URL:
For “live” versions of the work, please see http://www.imaginarycountry.org/LT/
addnl work can also be seen in proposal format at
http://www.imaginarycountry.org/www_09/index.html
I. Statement (please note- these are projected works, size variable, price NFS: technical detailed out later in checklist)
My original background is in photo, bookmaking and typography. My newest work uses animated drawings, writing and typography to develop
relationships with an audience. I make interactive pieces that combine viewer participation with visual and verbal stories about cultural identity. In the last
eight years I have concentrated on exhibitions of this work often in residence at the site of the exhibition, and usually within an academic or nonprofit
context. These contexts invariably are in “hotspots” where cultural identity and language are being contested, such as in particular border areas, or in
regions where globalization issues are creating pressures on particular communities. These pieces are often developed in other languages, (so far, in
Spanish, Czech, Japanese, German and Lithuanian as well as English). I also publish on these issues (Brújula {published by the Hemispheric Institute of the
Americas} Design Issues, Visual Communication, Zed, and Design and Culture), and am very interested in education and outreach.
II. Checklist- Selected Recent work
Image 1:
Examples of installations and schematic
Images 2 and 3:
Your Imaginary Country, Berlin and the South West U.S. Border, Berlin, 2008/updated project 2010 Texas
http://www.imaginarycountry.org/berlin/aaaindex.html
In the twenty years since the fall of the Berlin Wall, issues of identity, communities, and history are often accompanied by personal and social conflict. In
particular East Berlin neighborhoods, many of the same basic issues of “gentrification” that many US cities have faced for the last 25 years is occurring.
With development comes the literal erasure of the identity of East Berlin through the razing of many of its public spaces, creating a sense of ambiguity and
confusion for the original East Berliners that still live there. The project Your Imaginary Country: Berlin and the South West U.S. Border, was created to
contrast this environment with the current border project in the United States. There are two “parts:” one part of the project visualizes the local space and
the Berlin wall based on various research and documentation sources. The project has a separate section that uses the metaphor of “split hemispheres”
(the split hemispheres of the globe, the “split hemispheres” of personal identity) to engage audience participation. Audience members participated in real
time in answering questions relative to their own social identity, which was then shown as part of the project/installation.

Image 4:
Map Stories, Tokyo, 2007

Storyboard from one piece of an interactive exhibition shown in Tokyo in 2007. The exhibition/project was about traditional Japanese culture and the new
influx of ideas from abroad. It was shown close to Shinjuku, the area of Tokyo with the highest concentration of foreigners in the region. This piece
compares entry points in a country with “entry points” of a body (mouth, ears, eyes, etc.) and presents a story that combines both experiences. In addition
to the chronology of answers added to the piece, readers are invited to write short texts that are added to the visualization, and may also be scrolled
through during the exhibition.
Images 5, 6, 7:
Marriage of Convenience, National Museum Lithuania- selected excerpts, 2009
“Marriage of Convenience” is a site-specific project installed at the National Museum in Kaunas, Lithuania in October 2009.
Large political and economic forces are changing the way that people live: the growth of the European Union is one such example. Countries all over the
world are experiencing the effects of globalism, where economic ties become so important that very few countries can be isolated from each other. Along
with economic development also come immigrants and ideas from outside, influencing customs, histories and languages. Baltic countries are in a unique
position. They have strong historical identities, language, and customs. At various points their language and history was repressed politically. This has
now changed- but how can the identity of a group be maintained and nurtured with the new economic and political forces at work? Is the E.U. a “nation,”
or is it something different that has to be negotiated? “Marriage of Convenience” is an interactive work that invites viewers to add their ideas and voice
to this discussion in a public space. The answers provided by the viewers will not be used for anything other than the public discussion of these ideas over
the time of the exhibition. All answers are anonymous.
Images 8, 9, 10 +
Human Capital, McColl Center for Visual Arts- selected excerpts 2010-2011
Human Capital will be exhibited at the McColl Center for Visual Arts in January 2011. These pieces are not site-specific as in previous work, and expand
on the visual language and animation. This body of work was partly created in response to Charlotte’s position as a major banking center (second only to
New York). The organizational and high-tech methods that institutions use to get their work done interconnects a global work force. Local communities
with global connections are part of this new landscape, where the lure of opportunity and a job elsewhere places people in geographies that are utterly
foreign to them.. A visual metaphor used in this exhibition is of growth: “seed,” “graft,” “bloom,” etc. an appropriate metaphor for this new environment,
which literally grafts one culture to another, where people migrate for economic opportunity, and where the legacy of these interconnections create a very
different way of thinking about who we are and what kind of community that we will create for ourselves.
IV. Installation and shipping:
The interactive animations use flash-based animation with a connection to a server for audience answers to be archived and then shown within the pieces
in the gallery. There is also an online component for a “virtual exhibition” so that people can participate outside of the gallery space. The gallery space
will include 4-7 simple pedestals with computer mouse, and each piece is projected from an equipment box that houses a digital projector and laptop
computer. Equipment is provided (laptop, projector, sound, pedestal, equipment boxes [which are secured]). Installation for one piece takes 1.5 hours. This
can be accomplished by myself or by someone at the gallery based on simple instructions. On computer start up, the interactive piece is loaded. The
exhibition time limit is flexible. Previous pieces have run continuously from fourteen days to 8 weeks in other galleries. In seven years of working with
similar technology, no problems have occurred. For this installation, no connection to the Internet is required.
Transportation and shipping: all equipment is shipped in “ATA” style cases, while pedestals etc. are collapsible and are shipped in reusable cardboard
boxes. Everything can be shipped by a standard carrier such as UPS and require no special handling, keeping costs low.

